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Introduction

Do you know all about the moon? In this book you will  learn  all about 
the moon you  will learn  about the phases of the  moon .also you will 
learn about the  surface of the moon ,and the size of moon ,and  there 
is an fun facts .



The phases of the moon

The moon  changes phases through out the month .There is the full 
moon when we can see  the hole moon .Also there is the new moon 
where  we can not see the moon .And there’s  the first quarter moon 
where the moon looks like it was cut in half . And also there’s the last 
quarter moon .And there’s waning crescent where the moon look’s like a 
banana .Then there is  the waxing crescent moon . Then there’s the 
waning gibbous moon where the moon look’s like a oval .Finally the 
waxing gibbous moon . 
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Surface of the moon

The moon has craters the craters are formed by flying asteroids the 
flying asteroids hit moon that’s how the craters are made .The moon is 
made of rocks and iron .There is no gravity on moon when you drop 
something on the moon it is going to float in the air .There is no air on 
the moon that’s why astronauts wear special suits to breath in . 



Size of the moon

Did you know the moon is smaller then Earth ?About 1 million moon’s 
can fit in the sun .The moon is 238,900 miles from Earth it is very far 
away from Earth .



Fun facts about the moon

Did you know astronauts have landed on the moon ?  The moon has 
valleys and gray dust .The moon orbits the Earth through out the 
month .The sun gives the moon sun light .The moon affects plants 
.There are different astronauts that have landed .



closing

You learn about the phases of the moon and the surface of the moon 
also the size of the moon also fun facts .I hope you learned a lot from 
this book .Now you know all about the moon. 



Glossary

Valleys -Valleys are land between mountains.

Astronauts – explorers in space


